Warriors in Winter

WARRIOR MATCH

Jack and Annie meet a lot of different types of warriors in their adventures. Can you match the warrior image to the book where Jack and Annie meet them?

Norwegian Protectors — Viking Ships at Sunrise

Roman Fighter — Vacation Under the Volcano

Medieval Warrior — The Knight at Dawn

American Soldiers — Revolutionary War on Wednesday

ANSWER KEY

Norwegian Protectors — Viking Ships at Sunrise

Roman Fighter — Vacation Under the Volcano

Medieval Warrior — The Knight at Dawn

American Soldiers — Revolutionary War on Wednesday

For exclusive access to more of Jack and Annie’s adventures, join the Magic Tree House Kids’ Adventure Club at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Warriors in England in medieval times were called knights! Jack and Annie ride with a knight in The Knight at Dawn. In the word search below, can you find the other words that are associated with knights and medieval times?

**WARRIOR WORD SEARCH**

For exclusive access to more of Jack and Annie’s adventures, join the MAGIC TREE HOUSE KIDS’ ADVENTURE CLUB at MagicTreeHouse.com!